SPACESAVER QUICKSPACE™ SYSTEM

PULL-OUT STORAGE UNITS TURN THE MOST UNCONVENTIONAL AREAS INTO UNIQUE STORAGE SPACES.

It’s a STORAGE REVOLUTION. Use empty spaces for active
storage. Increase productivity and efficiency by locating
more materials closer to the point-of-use and double
your storage capacity in existing space.

MAXIMIZE TIGHT SPACES
Spacesaver’s QuickSpace™ storage systems comprised
of pull-out shelving units fit tight spaces, between wall
columns in alcoves, etc. while more than doubling the
storage capacity in the existing space. Use
QuickSpace™ on carpeted, tiled or concrete floors to
allow quick access to “active” records, media, files and
supplies. The unique design requires no aisle for
accessing materials. Quickspace can be specified with
general shelving, drawer compartments, small media
bins or even accessories as specific as gunracks. Interior
flexibility is limited only by your imagination.

INCREASED EFFICIENCY AND PRODUCTIVITY
By having storage materials organized and located near workspaces, you will enjoy increased efficiency and
productivity in your work environment. Units move effortlessly for quick access. QuickSpace does not require
rails, therefore, the system can be easily relocated for changing needs and requirements. Increased capacity versus
traditional storage methods means you will get more of what you need to store in the same footprint.
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FLEXIBILITY…NOW AND FOREVER
Spacesaver QuickSpace™ Storage Systems incorporate a
variety of accessories such as drawers, shelves, bins and
small media dividers. Expand easily with Starter and
Adder Units. Add wood or laminate end panels, top or
side panels--QuickSpace™ can be easily specified to
meet demanding aesthetic and design requirements.
Available in widths of 12”, 15” and 16” to accommodate
traditional letter, legal and archival storage,
QuickSpace™ can store virtually anything and provide
security for confidential materials.
No aisle required

Quick access

Quick Installation
Effortless movement
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